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    Jersey Cash 5 Winner Round-Up 

TRENTON (Aug. 2, 2017) – Olga Rotonda of Pine Brook and her husband play Jersey Cash 5 and Pick 4 
every day. On their way to dinner, Olga stopped into Krauszer’s Food Store on 134 North Beverwyck 
Road in Lake Hiawatha to pick up some Lottery tickets. One Jersey Cash 5 Quick Pick ticket was all it took 
to hit the December 30, 2016 $693,752 jackpot. All throughout the week, her retailer kept telling his 
customers to check their tickets, knowing that someone had purchased a winning ticket from his store, 
but Olga and her husband stayed quiet. They held onto that ticket for months before claiming the prize. 
Eventually, they came to Lottery HQ to validate their ticket. 

           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Gladys C. of Flemington plays Lottery often. She typically 
buys a few Pick-4 tickets, using a play slip, and then 
writes a note on the back to the clerk that she wants 
three Quick Pick Jersey Cash 5 tickets with XTRA. On the 
day that she purchased her winning ticket, she almost 
missed out because the retailer didn't see the note on 
the back of the slip. She quickly corrected the mistake 
and made sure she purchased her daily tickets for the 
Feb. 26, 2017 drawing. 

Gladys checked online for the numbers after the drawing 
and was shocked to see that she had won. She asked her son to check the numbers as well to make sure 
she was reading the numbers correctly. After briefly misplacing and recovering her ticket, she put it in a 
safe hiding place overnight and arrived at Lottery HQ first thing the next morning. Gladys said that she 
will save most of it for general expenses and retirement. Her lucky retailer is Krauszer’s Food Store, 203 
Main Street in Flemington. 

ABOUT THE LOTTERY 

Since its inception in 1970, the New Jersey Lottery (NJLottery.com) has contributed nearly $25 billion to 
the State in support of education and institutions.  
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